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Portable garage pro 3, 6x6, 0x2 and 7 are the most suitable and strongest shelter for many
purposes such as storage for cars, boats, bikes, garden tools, machines and such others
belongings. They are very comfortable to fix because of which you can be able to have some extra
spaces outside your home. These pop up tents are available in many exotic and eco friendly colors
but the dark green and silver color are the most popular and best marquee for sale. Portable garage
pro 3, 6x6, 0x2 and 7 are available in designs which is ideal for cars, boats and other essential. You
can use them to put your essential tools which are too big to keep at home.

Portable garage marquee for sale

All the models of portable garage marquee for sale are made from Galvanized steel tubes and the
construction of the tarpaulin is made of 300 g/m2 PE or Polyethylene material and builds up of a 3-
layer construction coated on both the sides.  They also include stake pegs attach the ground bar
frame to the ground to secure the shelter against the portable garage shelters from strong wind. And
the most important nature of these pop up tents are the tarpaulin has a dirt skirt on the both sides
which protects the shelter against cross wind. The dirt skirt must be dug into the soil or covered by
high quality and heavy stones or such other materials. These tent [Norwegian word:  telt] can also
be mounted on concrete foundation by using expansion bolts, if requires.

Portable garage tents are toughest

These models of portable garage marquee for sale is produced with a UV resistant tarpaulin which
makes them long lasting, gives them good protection of the things stored in the shelter. For such
reasons these tents are being able to make them the most reliable portable garage tent (It is
generally referred as garasje telt in Norwegian language). Most of the designs have two doors, one
in the front and another in back. And the ideal sizes of the doors are 2x3, 6 m (H x W).  Portable
garage pro 3, 6x6, 0x2 and 7 are some of the toughest tents available in the market.
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If you are searching for a good, strong and portable garage tents - a garasje telt   then login into
Dancovershop.com site and find so many offers and sale related to these garage tents, party tent â€“ a 
festtelt   and for all other tents also. 
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